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Abstract
The solving of linear systems provides a rich area to investigate the use of nearer-term, noisy,
intermediate-scale quantum computers. In this work, we discuss hybrid quantum-classical algo-
rithms for skewed linear systems for over-determined and under-determined cases. Our input model
is such that the columns or rows of the matrix defining the linear system are given via quantum
circuits of poly-logarithmic depth and the number of circuits is much smaller than their Hilbert
space dimension. Our algorithms have poly-logarithmic dependence on the dimension and polyno-
mial dependence in other natural quantities. In addition, we present an algorithm for the special
case of a factorized linear system with run time poly-logarithmic in the respective dimensions. At
the core of these algorithms is the Hadamard test and in the second part of this paper we consider
the optimization of the circuit depth of this test. Given an n-qubit and d-depth quantum circuit
C, we can approximate 〈0| C |0〉 using (n+ s) qubits and O (log s+ d log(n/s) + d)-depth quantum
circuits, where s ≤ n. In comparison, the standard implementation requires n+1 qubits and O(dn)
depth. Lattice geometries underlie recent quantum supremacy experiments with superconducting
devices. We also optimize the Hadamard test for an (l1 × l2) lattice with l1 × l2 = n, and can
approximate 〈0| C |0〉 with (n + 1) qubits and O (d (l1 + l2))-depth circuits. In comparison, the
standard depth is O
(
dn2
)
in this setting. Both of our optimization methods are asymptotically
tight in the case of one-depth quantum circuits C.
∗Electronic address: bujiaowu@gmail.com
†Electronic address: cqtfpr@nus.edu.sg
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I. INTRODUCTION
Linear systems appear in a variety of problems in engineering, the physical sciences, and
machine learning. A commonly encountered situation is that, given a matrix A ∈ CN×M ,
and a vector b ∈ CN , we would like to find an optimized solution x∗ such that x∗ =
arg minx ‖Ax− b‖, in `2-norm. Two important scenarios can be discussed. The simpler
case is when the number of variables is much less than the number of equations. An example
is the common regression problem of fitting a low-degree polynomial to big data [1, 2]. The
second case is when the number of equations is much less than the number of variables. The
linear system is under-determined and can have many solutions. Further constraints can help
to find a unique solution. Popular scenarios are the LASSO estimation [3, 4] and compressed
sensing [5, 6] that arise in many applications in statistics and applied mathematics [7, 8].
Due to the wide range of applications, there are continued developments in algorithms,
including classical algorithms [9–15], quantum algorithms [16–23], quantum-inspired classical
algorithms [24, 25], and hybrid variational algorithms [26–29]. For exact solving of general
square matrices the latest classical algorithm is discussed by Gall [9] (where M = N), which
has running time O (Nω), where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication exponent. Cohen et
al. [12] proposed an approximate O
(
d
√
logN (log logN)O(1) log(1/εrel)
)
time algorithm for
d-sparse symmetric diagonally dominated matrices with relative error εrel in an optimized
solution x∗. Subsequently, Andoni, Krauthgamer, and Pogrow [13] proposed an approximate
sublinear time algorithm for symmetric diagonally dominated matrices. Recently, van den
Brand et al. [14] proposed an O˜ (NM +M3) time randomized algorithm for N×M matrices
with high probability. The notation O˜ (f(n)) means O (f(n)polylogn).
Quantum computing promises speedups for several computationally hard problems [30–
32]. There are a number of quantum approaches to the linear systems problem. Harrow,
Hassidim, and Lloyd [16] (HHL) proposed the first quantum algorithm to solve d-sparse
N × N linear systems with running time O (d2κ2 logN/ε), where κ is the condition num-
ber of matrix A, and ε is the additive error. HHL algorithm does not output the optimal
solution x∗ but prepares a normalized quantum state |x〉 which is proportional to x∗ ap-
proximately. The original HHL algorithm requires the use of phase estimation and sparse
Hamiltonian simulation as subroutines, which is beyond the reach of present-day quantum
computers for larger dimensions. Several follow-up quantum algorithms [17–19] improve the
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condition number, sparsity, and error dependence. Wossnig, Zhao, and Prakash [20] gave
an O
(
κ2
√
NpolylogN/ε
)
time quantum algorithm for dense linear systems with spectral
norm bounded by a constant, and a column/row-based input model. Wang [21] proposed
a poly (logN,M, κ, 1/ε) time quantum algorithm to solve the linear regression problems for
a full-rank matrix A (rank(A) = M). Shao and Xiang [23] give a quantum version of the
stochastic Kaczmarz algorithm [15] for linear systems in a column/row-based input model,
with time polynomial in the logarithm of the number of columns/rows.
Recent works also include other randomized classical algorithms for low-rank matrices,
whose discussion was inspired by quantum algorithms especially in the context of machine
learning. Chia, Lin and Wang [24] proposed an approximate algorithm with time complexity
O˜ (‖A‖6ω+4 ‖A‖2ωF κ8ω+4/ε2ωrel). The algorithm uses similar techniques as the dequantization
algorithm for recommendation systems [33] proposed by Tang [34]. The algorithms require
that A and b are given by low-overhead data structures and entries of A and b can be
sampled according to their size and achieve a sublinear time complexity. Gilye´n, Lloyd,
and Tang [25] have proposed a similar algorithm for low-rank systems with time complex-
ity O (‖A‖6F κ16R6polylog(N,M)/ε6rel) and the same assumptions, where R is the rank of
matrix. Although the time complexity is sublinear in the matrix dimension for the above
two algorithms, they are only efficient for low-rank matrices and show substantial depen-
dence on the relative error εrel and other parameters ‖A‖F , κ, ‖b‖ and rank R. Note that
recently Gilyen, Song, and Tang [35] proposed a dequantized algorithm with improved time
complexity O
(
‖A‖6F ‖A‖2
∥∥A−1∥∥8 /ε4rel).
With the recent advent of small-size, noisy quantum computers [36–38], Noisy Interme-
diate Scaled Quantum (NISQ) applications have received a significant amount of attention.
A series of near-term variational quantum algorithms have been proposed [26–29] to solve
certain linear system problems with square matrices. These algorithms use parameterized
quantum circuits to construct Ansatz states and employ a quantum-classical loop to train
the parameters via a suitable cost function. The data input model of these works is one
where the matrix is given as a linear combination of a relatively small number of unitaries. In
principle, these algorithms may allow to take advantage of NISQ devices and offer potential
quantum advantages for certain linear systems. However, often they suffer from a barren
plateau/local minima issue and do not theoretically guarantee the run time. Huang, Bharti,
and Rebentrost [26] discuss a linear combination of quantum states method to avoid the
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aforementioned barren plateau problem common in many NISQ algorithms. In some cases,
many (proportional to the dimension) variational quantum states have to be combined to
provably obtain the solution.
In this work, we give algorithms for skewed linear systems for potential use on NISQ
devices. We consider a different input model compared to the linear combination of unitaries
input of Refs. [26–29]. The columns of the matrix A ∈ CN×M shall be given via quantum
circuits of poly-logarithmic depth and with the assumption thatM  N . The first algorithm
is for solving the over-determined problem Ax = b, with vector b ∈ CN given by an
efficient quantum circuit. The second algorithm is for solving the under-determined problem
A†y = c, with vector c ∈ CM given classically. The input model can enhance the types
of linear system problems that could be solved on a near-term quantum computer. Our
model can be in principle converted to the linear combination of unitaries input model, with
an additional cost which may go beyond the NISQ setting, see Appendix A for the details.
Under the given assumptions, our algorithms approximately finds the true solution with high
probability. In both cases, the run time is polynomial in the dimension M and the circuit
depth of the unitaries defining the input model, i.e., poly logN . We also consider factorized
linear systems. Instead of accessing the matrix A, we can only access the rank R matrices
A1 ∈ CN×R,A2 ∈ CR×M such that A = A1A2. This setting has several applications in
machine learning [39, 40]. Ma, Needell, and Ramadas [41] proposed a classical stochastic
iterative algorithms for factorized linear systems. Their algorithms have an exponentially
fast convergence for some types of linear systems, while the run time per step depends on
whether A is consistent or not. Our algorithm solves such systems with time polynomial in
the rank R and logarithmic in the dimensions N,M .
We list the comparison of our algorithms, the well known stochastic gradient decent
algorithm [15] and the recent dequantized algorithms [24, 25] in Table I. As discussed, these
algorithms have different input models.
The Hadamard test is the central subroutine in algorithms for near-term linear systems
[26, 28, 29] and also the present work. In short, given a unitary U, the Hadamard test of
{|0〉 ,U}1 is to calculate value the 〈0|U |0〉 by independently and repeatedly performing a
quantum circuit related to U. In the second part of the work, we discuss circuit optimization
1 We use |0〉 to represent |0t〉 where U ∈ C2t .
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of the Hadamard test. We specifically consider the optimization of the Hadamard test when
the qubits have (i) all-to-all connectivity and (ii) 2D nearest-neighbor connectivity as in
recent 2D quantum devices [36, 37].
Our results for linear systems can be informally described with the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (Informal). For an N×M (M×N) dimensional matrix for which the columns
(rows) can be accessed in quantum form with O (logN) qubits and corresponding right-hand
side vector, precisely defined in Assumptions 1, 2 and Problems 1, 2 below, there exists a
hybrid algorithm with run time polynomial in M logN, and dependent on 1/ε4, such that
the algorithm outputs classical data to construct the solution to accuracy ε with high success
probability.
We postpone the formal statement of this theorem to Theorems 6 and 7 in Sec. III. In
addition, we obtain the following informal theorem on factorized linear systems.
Theorem 2 (Informal). Suppose we are given a rank R matrix of dimension N ×M in
terms of the product of two matrices of dimension N × R and R ×M . The first matrix
can be accessed in column form via quantum circuits over O (logN) qubits and the second
matrix can be accessed in row form via quantum circuits over O (logM) qubits. See Problem
3 and Assumptions 1, 2 for the precise definitions. There exists a hybrid algorithm with
run time polynomial in the rank R, polynomial in logN and logM , and dependent on 1/ε2,
which outputs classical data such that an ε-approximate solution can be constructed with high
success probability.
The algorithm of this problem, the formal statement and the proof are postponed into
Appendix B. We also give a similar result for the following “rank-relaxed” factorized linear
system. We relax the rank of A and A1 to be less than R, but keep the rank of A2 at R,
and access A1,A2 and b with the same assumptions as in Theorem 2, and obtain similar
run time and correctness guarantees. The formal statement and proof are in Appendix C.
Since the Hadamard test is the main subroutine in the above algorithms, we consider
the problem of optimizing the depth of the quantum circuit implementing the Hadamard
test. In the second part of this paper, we first optimize the circuit of the Hadamard test for
qubits having an all-to-all connectivity (two-qubit gates can be applied on any two qubits)
with limited ancillas, as stated in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3. Suppose we are given an n-qubit unitary U which has a d-depth circuit C.
There exists an n + s-qubit and O (log s+ d log(n/s) + d)-depth circuit for Hadamard test
of {|0n〉 ,U}, where s ∈ [n].
NISQ devices only have restricted connectivity of qubits. The connections of the qubits
can be represented as a graph, and two-qubit gates can only operate on two qubits which are
connected in the graph. There is a series of recent works mapping unitary circuits without
constraints to quantum devices with some connectivity graphs [42–45]. The graph for the
existing quantum devices [36–38] is in all cases the planar graph. Hence, we consider the
optimization of Hadamard test on such a graph, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose we are given an n-qubit unitary U which has a d-depth circuit C and
we have to re-design it such that the qubits are constrained according to an l1 × l2 lattice,
where l1l2 = n. There exists an O (d (l1 + l2))-depth circuit for Hadamard test of {|0n〉 ,U}
under the above lattice.
Theorem 4 is obtained by mapping the circuit of Theorem 3 to the lattice. We also
generalize it to any connected graph with a Hamiltonian path, as stated in the following
corollary.
Corollary 1. Suppose we are given an n-qubit unitary U which has a d-depth circuit C and
we have to re-design it such that the qubits are constrained according to a graph G which has
a Hamiltonian path. There exists an O (dn)-depth circuit for Hadamard test of {|0n〉 ,U}
under this graph.
We also give a lower bound for the quantum depth of Hadamard test in Theorem 5. By
Theorem 5 when d = O (1), the optimized depth of Hadamard test in Theorems 3, 4, and
Corollary 1 are all optimal.
Theorem 5. There exists an n-qubit unitary U ∈ C2n×2n such that for any quantum device
under the graph G which has diameter2 D, there needs at least Ω(max {log n,D})-depth
quantum circuit to generate 〈0n|U |0n〉 under graph G.
2 Diameter of the graph G(V,E): the maximum distance of any two vertices in G, where the distance of
two vertices is the minimum path connected these two vertices.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II introduces notations, assumptions,
and definitions. Sec. III introduces the hybrid algorithms for linear systems with skewed
dimensions. Sec. IV introduces the circuit of the Hadamard test and give two depth-optimal
algorithms for the Hadamard test, for the cases of all-to-all connectivity and 2D nearest-
neighbor connectivity, respectively. Sec. V concludes with a discussion of open problems
and directions for future work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We define notation and linear algebra basics. The quantum state |a〉 := a‖a‖ represents
the vector a with normalization ‖a‖ in `2-norm. The set of integers in a range is denoted
as [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Let A† denote the conjugate transpose of matrix A and κ(A) =: κ
denote the condition number of A which is the ratio of the largest to smallest singular value
of A. N(A) is the null space of A, and PL is the orthogonal projector on space L. The
matrix A ∈ CN×M , can be written as A := UΣV†, where U ∈ CN×N ,V ∈ CM×M are two
unitary matrices, and Σ ∈ CN×M is a rectangular diagonal matrix with entries ≥ 0. Define
A−1 := VΣ−1U† be the pseudo-inverse of matrix A, where Σ−1 is formed by replacing every
non-zero diagonal element by its reciprocal. Here, ‖A‖ denotes the `2-norm of A, and it
equals the maximum singular value of A. Hence ‖A‖ = ∥∥A†∥∥, and ‖A‖ ∥∥A−1∥∥ = κ(A).
For any matrix A ∈ CN×M and vector b ∈ CN , ‖Ab‖ ≤ ‖A‖ ‖b‖. We call a linear system
Ax = b a consistent linear system if AA−1b = b, otherwise we call it an inconsistent linear
system. When we use logN to represent the number of qubits, it represents the smallest
integer which is greater than logN with a little abuse of symbols.
In the quantum setting for solving linear systems, we make several assumptions for the
quantum access the matrix A. Each normalized column of the matrix A ∈ CN×M shall be
given by a poly(logN)-depth quantum circuit, and the `2-norms of each column shall be
given classically.
Assumption 1. For j ∈ [M ], assume knowledge of norms ‖aj‖ ≥ 0 and quantum circuits
Uj ∈ CN×N such that Uj |0logN〉 =: |aj〉 ∈ CN . The unitaries Uj shall have a circuit
depth of at most poly(logN). The vectors |aj〉 and norms define the columns of a matrix
A :=
∑
1≤j≤M ‖aj‖ |aj〉 〈j| ∈ CN×M . Similarly, the vectors |aj〉 and norms define the rows
of the matrix A† ∈ CM×N .
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Next, for the case of a linear system Ax = b, we assume quantum access a vector b ∈ CN
with a polylogN depth quantum circuit. For the linear system A†y = c, we only require
classical access the right-hand side.
Assumption 2. We are given a unitary Ub such that Ub |0logN〉 = |b〉 = b‖b‖ , and the
knowledge of the norm of ‖b‖ > 0. The unitary shall have a circuit depth of at most
polylogN .
We now define the problems investigated in this work. We focus on solving linear systems
with the above assumptions. The first problem is associated with the over-determined case
when there are less variables than constraints.
Problem 1. Given matrix A ∈ CN×M according to Assumption 1, vector b ∈ CN according
to Assumption 2, and ε > 0, find an approximation xˆ ∈ CM of the optimal solution such
that ‖Axˆ− b‖ −minx ‖Ax− b‖ ≤ ε.
The second problem is associated with the under-determined case, when there are more
variables than constraints.
Problem 2. Given matrix A ∈ CN×M according to Assumption 1, vector c ∈ CM given
classically, and ε > 0, find an approximation yˆ ∈ CN of the optimal solution such that∥∥A†yˆ − c∥∥−miny ∥∥A†y − c∥∥ ≤ ε.
Both Problems 1 and 2 can be solved in polylog time in N under some reasonable as-
sumptions. Next, we introduce a factorized linear system in which the matrix is given as a
product of two matrices. The problem is defined as follows.
Problem 3 (Factorized linear system). Let N,M ≥ R. Let matrix A ∈ CN×M be a rank
R matrix such that A = A1A2. The rank R matrices A
†
1 ∈ CR×M and A2 ∈ CR×N are
given according to Assumption 1, vector b ∈ CN according to Assumption 2. Find an
approximation xˆ ∈ CN such that ‖Axˆ− b‖ −minx ‖Ax− b‖ ≤ ε.
The following consistent linear system serves for the intermediate process of solving Prob-
lems 1 and 2. Specifically, each element of the square matrix V in the following linear system
is related to the expectation of a sum of Bernoulli random variables.
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Problem 4. Let ∆ > 0. Let V ∈ CK×K be a positive semi-definite matrix and q ∈ CK be
a vector, where the entries are a product of a bounded complex number and a bounded real
number. Formally, the matrix is defined by Vij = ξijvij, where vij ∈ C with |vij| ≤ 1 and
ξij ∈ R with |ξij| ≤ ∆. The vector is defined by qi = νiui, where ui ∈ C with |ui| ≤ 1 and
νi ∈ R with |νi| ≤ ∆. Let vˆij, uˆi be random variables with expectation values vij = E[vˆij]
and ui = E[uˆi] respectively. The real and imaginary parts of vˆij and uˆi have the form
2(B1 + · · · + BS)/S − 1 for some particular S independent and identical Bernoulli trials
B1, . . . , BS. These random variables define the random matrix Vˆ ∈ CK×K with elements
Vˆij = ξij vˆij and the random vector qˆ ∈ CK with elements qˆi = νiuˆi, for which V = E[Vˆ] and
q = E[qˆ], respectively. Let α∗ := arg minα ‖Vα − q‖. With these definitions, the problem
statement is as follows. Given all ξij and νi, sampling access to vˆij and uˆi via the Bernoulli
trials, η > 0, and ∆ ≥ 0, produce a vector αˆ such that ‖αˆ−α∗‖ ≤ η with high probability.
III. HYBRID ALGORITHMS FOR SKEWED LINEAR SYSTEMS
In this section, we give two hybrid algorithms for Problems 1 and 2 with Assumptions 1
and 2. We first give technical lemmas in the following subsection.
A. Technical lemmas for over- and under-determined linear systems
The following lemmas show that when we slightly perturb the diagonal elements of the
matrix of a consistent linear system, the difference of the solutions of these two systems is
bounded. This fact is useful when proving the error bounds for the algorithms in this work.
Lemma 1. Let a positive semi-definite matrix V ∈ CK×K and vector q ∈ CK be such
that V−1Vq = q. Also let the shifted matrix be W := V + λI, where λ > 0. The Eu-
clidean distance between the pseudo-inverse solutions of these two linear systems, that is∥∥V−1q −W−1q∥∥, is upper-bounded by λ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ‖q‖.
Proof. Let the eigen-decomposition of V be V := UΣU†, where U is a unitary and Σ :=
diag (σ1, · · · , σP , 0, · · · , 0) is a diagonal matrix, where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σP > 0, and P ≤ K,
then we have W = U (Σ + λI) U†. In the matrix Σ + λI all diagonal elements are shifted.
In contrast, let Σ′ = diag (σ1 + λ, · · · , σP + λ, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ CK×K be a diagonal matrix such
that only the non-zero elements are shifted. Since V−1Vq = q, q is in the space spanned
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by eigenvectors of V with non-zero eigenvalues. Hence W−1q = UΣ′−1U†q, where Σ′−1 is
the pseudo-inverse of Σ′. For the difference in solutions we obtain
∥∥V−1q −W−1q∥∥ = ∥∥UΣ−1U†q −UΣ′−1U†q∥∥ (1)
≤ ∥∥Σ−1 −Σ′−1∥∥ ‖q‖ (2)
=
(
1
σP
− 1
σP + λ
)
‖q‖ (3)
≤ λ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ‖q‖ . (4)
Consider the solving of approximate linear systems. For a linear system with matrix
V ∈ CK×K and vector q ∈ CK , let the approximate matrix be Vˆ and the approximate
vector be qˆ. These approximate quantities could be obtained from the measurements outputs
of a suitable quantum computation (here the Hadamard test). The next lemma shows a
concentration bound for such random matrices.
Lemma 2. Let V ∈ RK×K be a real symmetric matrix. As in Problem 4 restricted to
real numbers, let the absolute value of all elements of V be less than ∆ > 0 and Vˆ be as
defined. With δ > 0, let S log 2/δ be the number of samples for each element of Vˆ. Then,∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ = O (∆√K/S) with high probability.
Proof. Recall the definition of V and Vˆ in Problem 4. Let X :=
(
Vˆ −V
)
∈ RK×K . Let
vˆij = 2 (B1 + · · ·+BS) /S− 1, where B1, . . . , BS are S independent and identical samplings
of Bernoulli trials. Then vˆij multiplied by the scalar ξij gives a random variable Vˆij with
variance O (∆2/S). Hence,
E[X2ij] = E
[(
Vˆij −Vij
)2]
= Var(Vˆij) = O
(
∆2/S
)
. (5)
Using S log 2/δ samples per entry, we also have Hoeffding’s inequality for all i, j for the
failure probability
P[
∣∣∣Vˆij −Vij∣∣∣ ≥ t] ≤ 2e−2St2 log(2/δ)/∆2 . (6)
Set t = ∆/
√
2S. Then
P[
∣∣∣Vˆij −Vij∣∣∣ ≥ ∆/√2S] ≤ δ. (7)
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Hence the corresponding success probability is at least 1− δ.
To align with the random matrix results in Ref. [46], define σ˜ := maxi
√∑
j E[X2ij] which
is bounded as σ˜ = O
(
∆
√
K/S
)
. Also consider the infinity norm ‖Xij‖∞. Using the
Hoeffding bound above, we can evaluate
‖Xij‖∞ = limp→∞E [|Xij|
p]
1/p
(8)
= lim
p→∞
E
[∣∣∣Vˆij −Vij∣∣∣p]1/p (9)
≤ lim
p→∞
E
[(
∆√
2S
)p]1/p
=
∆√
2S
, (10)
which holds with high probability. The random matrix results use the variable σ˜∗ :=
maxij ‖Xij‖∞, which can be bounded as σ˜∗ ≤ ∆/
√
2S with high probability. By Corol-
lary 3.12 in Ref. [46], there exists for any 0 < ε ≤ 1/2 a universal constant cε such that for
every t ≥ 0,
P[‖X‖ ≥ (1 + ε)2σ˜ + t] ≤ Ke−t2/(cεσ˜2∗). (11)
Set ε = 1/2 and t = ∆
√
cεK/S. Then we have
P
[∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ ≥ c1∆√K/S] ≤ Ke−2K , (12)
for a suitable constant c1. The total success probability is hence at least (1 − δ)(1 −
e−2K+logK).
We omit the log 1/δ dependency in the remainder of this work. The following lemma
shows how to bound the error of the approximate solution when we only have the approxi-
mate system. This lemma is a generalization of Proposition 10 in Ref. [26], which requires
the matrix V to be invertible and cannot be used directly for low-rank positive semi -definite
matrices.
Let α∗ be the optimal solution of the original system and αˆ be the optimal solution
of the approximate system. We generalize the proof of Ref. [26] by introducing the per-
turbed system W = V + λI for a small perturbation λ, and prove that the error between
the approximate system after perturbation Wˆ = Vˆ + λI and the perturbed system W is
bounded. By Lemma 1, the error between perturbed system W and original system V is
also bounded. Hence the total error is bounded (error between systems Wˆ and V). Note
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that in the following result we can use ‖α∗‖ ≤ ∥∥V−1∥∥ ‖q‖ as an upper bound in the absence
of further knowledge about ‖α∗‖.
Lemma 3. Let V ∈ CK×K be Hermitian positive semi-definite and q ∈ CK such that
V−1Vq = q. As in Problem 4, let the absolute value of all elements of V and q be less than
∆ > 0, and Vˆ, qˆ, and η be as defined. Then we can solve Problem 4 with the optimal solution
βˆ :=
(
Vˆ + λI
)−1
qˆ with high probability, if the number of samples used for obtaining each
entry of Vˆ and qˆ is ∆2T , where λ ≤ η/(2 ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ‖q‖) and T = O (K(η+‖α∗‖+1)2
λ2η2
)
.
Proof. The complex numbers in Vˆ and qˆ can be handled correctly by treating real and imag-
inary parts independently. By Lemma 2 with S = d∆2T e, we have
∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ = O (√K/T)
in `2 norm with high probability. Similarly, with the same number of samples for each entry,
we can also obtain an estimate qˆ for q such that ‖qˆ − q‖ = O
(√
K/T
)
in `2 norm with
high probability.
Let λ > 0 and the shifted matrix be W := V + λI with the solution β := W−1q.
Also the shifted estimated matrix is Wˆ := Vˆ + λI with solution βˆ := Wˆ
−1
qˆ, using the
estimated vector qˆ. Then we have
∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ = O (√K/T). We also obtain∥∥W−1∥∥ ≤ 1/λ by the definition of W. By Lemma 1, the difference of exact solution and
shifted exact solution is ‖β −α∗‖ ≤ λ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ‖q‖. Using λ ≤ η/(2 ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ‖q‖) we obtain
‖β −α∗‖ ≤ η/2.
In the next step, we prove that the distance between shifted exact solution and shifted
approximate solution is bounded as
∥∥∥β − βˆ∥∥∥ ≤ η/2. Combining these bounds will thus
bound the difference between exact solution and shifted approximate solution as
∥∥∥α∗ − βˆ∥∥∥ ≤
η.
Recall that β = W−1q, βˆ = Wˆ
−1
qˆ and the simple fact that W−1W = I. Hence,
βˆ − β = W−1
(
Wβˆ −Wβ
)
(13)
= W−1
((
W − Wˆ
)
βˆ + Wˆβˆ −Wβ
)
(14)
= W−1
(
W − Wˆ
)(
βˆ − β
)
(15)
+ W−1
((
W − Wˆ
)
β + qˆ − q
)
. (16)
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We hence obtain for the distance that∥∥∥βˆ − β∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥W−1∥∥∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥∥∥∥βˆ − β∥∥∥+ (17)∥∥W−1∥∥(∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ ‖β‖+ ‖qˆ − q‖) . (18)
Hence,
∥∥∥βˆ − β∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥W−1∥∥(∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ ‖β‖+ ‖qˆ − q‖)
1− ∥∥W−1∥∥∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥
≤ η/2.
(19)
The last inequality holds when∥∥W−1∥∥(∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ ‖β‖+ ‖qˆ − q‖) ≤ η/4, (20)
1− ∥∥W−1∥∥∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ ≥ 1/2. (21)
These inequalities can be achieved as follows. We have
‖β‖ = ‖β −α∗ +α∗‖ ≤ ‖β −α∗‖+ ‖α∗‖ (22)
≤ η/2 + ‖α∗‖ , (23)
where the last inequality holds because of Lemma 1. In addition, take the number of samples
controlling
∥∥∥Wˆ −W∥∥∥ and ‖qˆ − q‖ to be
T =
cK
∥∥W−1∥∥2 (η/2 + ‖α∗‖+ 1)2
η2
, (24)
for a suitable constant c. We can rephrase this expression as
T =
c′K (η + ‖α∗‖+ 1)2
λ2η2
, (25)
with a suitable constant c′, using
∥∥W−1∥∥ ≤ 1/λ, as before.
B. Hybrid algorithm for over-determined linear systems
Using the preceding lemmas, we describe our Algorithm 1, which gives a solution
of Problem 1. The time complexity is O (M3poly(Γ1, κ, ‖b‖ , logN)/ε4), where Γ1 =
maxj
{‖aj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖aj‖2}, and aj is the j-th column of matrix A.
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Algorithm 1: Hybrid quantum-classical algorithm for over-determined Linear System.
Input : A ∈ CN×M that satisfies Assumption 1, and b ∈ CN that satisfies Assumption 2,
error ε > 0.
Output: xˆ which is a solution of Problem 1.
1 Define matrix Wˆ ∈ CM×M , and vector qˆ ∈ CM ;
2 Let Γ1 := maxj{‖aj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖aj‖2}, λ := ε/
(
2 ‖A‖2 ∥∥A−1∥∥4 ‖b‖) and
T := O
(
M
∥∥A−1∥∥4 κ(A)4 ‖b‖2 (‖A‖ (‖x∗‖+ 1) + ε)2 /ε4);
3 Let vjk be the approximate value of 〈aj |ak〉 by repeatedly and independently measuring
quantum circuit of Hadamard test
{
|0logN 〉 ,U†jUk
}
Γ21T times for all j, k ∈ [M ];
4 Let the (j, k)-th element of Wˆ be Wˆjk := ‖aj‖ ‖ak‖ vjk for any j, k ∈ [M ] and j 6= k and
Wˆjj := ‖aj‖2 vjj + λ for any j ∈ [M ];
5 Let uˆj be the approximate value of 〈aj |b〉 by repeatedly and independently measuring
quantum circuit of Hadamard test
{
|0logN 〉 ,U†jUb
}
Γ21T times, and let the j-th element of qˆ
be qˆj := ‖aj‖ ‖b‖ uˆj for any j ∈ [M ];
6 Calculate xˆ := Wˆ
−1
qˆ with classical algorithm;
7 return xˆ;
The main quantum part of this algorithm is the Hadamard test, introduced and discussed
further in Sec. IV A. The running time of this algorithm equals O (M2Γ21T ) +O (M3). The
following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 indeed gives a good approximation for the optimal
solution A−1b.
Theorem 6. For the linear system of Problem 1 in which matrix A ∈ CN×M can be accessed
as in Assumption 1, vector b ∈ CN can be accessed as in Assumption 2, and ε > 0, Algorithm
1 outputs a classical solution of Problem 1 with O˜
(
Γ21M
3‖A−1‖4κ(A)4‖b‖2(‖A‖(‖x∗‖+1)+ε)2
ε4
)
time,
where Γ1 = maxj
(‖aj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖aj‖2) ,x∗ = A−1b, and high success probability.
Proof. As before, A =
∑M
j=1 ‖aj‖ |aj〉 〈j|, where |aj〉 ∈ CN . By Assumption 1, there exist
efficient unitary matrices Uj ∈ CN×N such that Uj |0logN〉 = |aj〉 for any j ∈ [M ], and ‖aj‖
is given classically. By Assumption 2, |b〉 can be generated efficiently by the quantum circuit
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and ‖b‖ is given classically. Since
arg min
x
‖Ax− b‖ = arg min
x
∥∥A†Ax−A†b∥∥ , (26)
the optimized solution x∗ =
(
A†A
)−1
A†b can be calculated in O (M3) time with a clas-
sical algorithm if A†A and A†b are given in advance. We have simply V := A†A =∑
j,k ‖aj‖‖ak‖ 〈aj|ak〉 |j〉 〈k| and q := A†b =
∑M
j=1 ‖aj‖ ‖b‖ |j〉 〈aj|b〉. The matrix V and
vector q are consistent with the definitions in Problem 4 by letting ξjk = ‖aj‖ ‖ak‖,
vjk = 〈aj|ak〉, νj = ‖aj‖ ‖b‖, uj = 〈aj|b〉, and K = M . We define the size parameter
Γ1 := maxj{‖aj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖aj‖2}.
We obtain the approximate matrix Vˆ of V and approximate vector qˆ of q via the
Hadamard test. Specifically for any j, k ∈ [N ], the matrix element Vˆjk = ξjkvˆjk, where
vˆjk ∈ C and its real part and imaginary part are the expectations of independent runs
of the Hadamard tests related to
{
|0logN〉 ,U†jUk
}
. The output distributions of the mea-
surements of the Hadamard tests follows Bernoulli distributions, with expectation values
(Re {〈aj|ak〉}+ 1) /2, (Im {〈aj|ak〉}+ 1) /2, (Re {〈aj|b〉}+ 1) /2, and (Im {〈aj|b〉}+ 1) /2.
Hence, we obtain Bernoulli trials with corresponding expectations Re {〈aj|ak〉}, Im {〈aj|ak〉},
Re {〈aj|b〉}, and Im {〈aj|b〉}.
It remains to show that the error is bounded for the approximate solution xˆ = Wˆ
−1
qˆ
where Wˆ = Vˆ + λI is the shifted matrix of Vˆ. We employ Lemma 3 to obtain
‖xˆ− x∗‖ ≤ ε‖A‖ , (27)
which fixes the shifting parameter λ and the required number of single Hadamard measure-
ments T , as follows. We substitute η → ε/ ‖A‖, ∆→ Γ1, and V→ A†A in Lemma 3. The
lemma hence requires that
λ ≤ ε/ ‖A‖
2
∥∥∥(A†A)−1∥∥∥2 ∥∥A†b∥∥ (28)
and
T = O
(
‖A‖2
ε2
M (‖x∗‖+ 1 + ε/ ‖A‖)2
λ2
)
. (29)
Let
λ =
ε
2 ‖A‖2 ∥∥A−1∥∥4 ‖b‖ ≤ ε/ ‖A‖2∥∥∥(A†A)−1∥∥∥2 ∥∥A†b∥∥ , (30)
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then T can be bounded as O
(
M‖A−1‖4κ4‖b‖2(‖A‖(‖x∗‖+1)+ε)2
ε4
)
. Each Hadamard test for Vˆjk is
repeated Γ21T times, hence Vˆ is obtained by M
2Γ21T independent measurements. Similarly,
we obtain qˆ with at most the same number of measurements. Algorithm 1 uses these settings
to achieve correctness.
The final step is to show the correctness criterion in Problem 1. We can project b
into the eigenvector space with non-zero eigenvalues of V and null space of V, i.e., b =
V−1Vb+ PN(V)b, and b−Ax∗ = PN(V)b. Hence,
‖Axˆ− b‖ − ‖Ax∗ − b‖ (31)
=
∥∥Axˆ−Ax∗ − PN(V)b∥∥− ∥∥PN(V)b∥∥ (32)
≤ ‖A‖ ‖xˆ− x∗‖+ ∥∥PN(V)b∥∥− ∥∥PN(V)b∥∥ (33)
= ‖A‖ ‖xˆ− x∗‖ (34)
≤ ε. (35)
C. Hybrid algorithm for under-determined linear systems
With slightly more effort than the previous algorithm we give an algorithm to solve
Problem 2. The time complexity is O (M3poly(Γ2, κ, ‖b‖ , logN)/ε4), where
√
Γ2 is the
maximum two norm of the columns of matrix A. The challenge here is that we do not
want to classically write down the high-dimensional vector y. To overcome this restriction,
we represent solution y as a linear combination of several known vectors, and optimize the
coefficients of these vectors with a similar method as Algorithm 1. The following simple
lemma states that the solutions of Problem 2 can be restricted to the space spanned by
{|a1〉 , · · · , |aM〉}, where |aj〉 is in proportion to the j-th column of matrix A.
Lemma 4. Given matrix A =
∑
1≤j≤M ‖aj‖ |aj〉 〈j|, where |aj〉 ∈ CN for any j ∈ [M ], and
vector c ∈ CM , then there exists a solution y∗ ∈ CN in the space spanned by {|a1〉 , · · · , |aM〉}
such that y∗ = arg miny
∥∥A†y − c∥∥.
Proof. Let P be the space spanned by {|a1〉 , · · · , |aM〉}, P⊥ be the orthogonal space of
P . We can express any solution y as y = c1y
P + c2y
P⊥ , for some constants c1 and c2,
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where yP ,yP⊥ are the projections of y into spaces P and P⊥ respectively. Since A†yP⊥ =∑
1≤j≤M ‖aj‖ |j〉 〈aj|yP⊥ = 0, A†y = A†yP . Thus we can restrict the solution y∗ into space
P .
In the algorithm below, instead of outputting the N dimensional vector y, we output
the coefficients of the (non-orthogonal) basis {|a1〉 , · · · , |aM〉} to construct y. The other
difference to Algorithm 1 is that we have to make the linear system consistent. Consistency
is achieved by considering Vˆ
2
and Vˆc instead of Vˆ and c.
The following theorem states that Algorithm 2 indeed gives a good approximation yˆ :=∑
1≤j≤M αˆj ‖aj‖ |aj〉 for the optimal solution (A†)−1c.
Theorem 7. For the linear system of Problem 2 in which matrix A† =
∑M
j=1 ‖aj‖ |j〉 〈aj| ∈
CM×N can be accessed as in Assumption 1, vector c ∈ CM , and ε > 0, Algorithm 2 out-
puts a vector s = (s1, · · · , sM), such that
∑M
j=1 sj |aj〉 is a solution of Problem 2 with
high probability, with run time O˜
(
Γ22M
3κ(A)12‖A−1‖4‖c‖2(‖A‖2‖α∗‖+ε+‖c‖)2
ε4
+
Γ22M
3
‖A‖4
)
, where
Γ2 := maxj ‖aj‖2.
Proof. By Lemma 4, there exits a solution in the space spanned by {|a1〉 , · · · , |aM〉}. Let
y :=
∑M
k=1 αk ‖ak‖ |ak〉 for some coefficients α1, · · · , αM ∈ C, which can be written as
y = Aα with α := (α1, · · · , αM)T . With V := A†A, we have A†y = Vα. Note that V
matches with the definition of V in Problem 4. Therefore, a possible avenue to give the
optimized y for Problem 2 is to find α such that
arg min
α
‖Vα− c‖ . (36)
The optimized solution of Equation (36) equals V−1c, which is also the solution of
arg minα
∥∥V2α−Vc∥∥. Hence we would like to optimize
arg min
α
∥∥V2α−Vc∥∥ . (37)
Note that the system V2α = Vc is consistent since V2V−2Vc = Vc. Let the shifted matrix
be Q = V2 + λI, where λ > 0 will be specified below.
Algorithm 2 constructs a matrix Vˆ by Hadamard tests and multiplying by the norms simi-
lar to the construction of Algorithm 1. The algorithm then shifts this matrix as Qˆ := Vˆ
2
+λI.
The vector c ∈ CM can be accessed classically and hence there is no need to approximate
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it. The algorithm then solves αˆ = arg minα
∥∥∥Qˆα− Vˆc∥∥∥ via a classical algorithm to obtain
an approximate solution αˆ of Equation (37). It remains to show that the error is again
bounded.
Using the Hadamard tests,
∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ ≤ O (√M/T) by O (Γ22M2T ) independent mea-
surements with the same analysis as in the proof of Lemma 3. Hence,∥∥∥Qˆ−Q∥∥∥ = ∥∥∥Vˆ2 −VVˆ + VVˆ −V2∥∥∥ (38)
≤
∥∥∥Vˆ∥∥∥∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥+ ‖V‖∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ (39)
≤
∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥+ 2 ‖V‖∥∥∥Vˆ −V∥∥∥ (40)
≤ c
(√
M/T + ‖V‖
)√
M/T (41)
≤ c′ ‖V‖
√
M/T, (42)
for suitable constants c, c′, and T ≥ M/ ‖V‖2. We proceed analogously to the proof of
Lemma 3, where we replace the vectors q and qˆ therein with the right-hand sides of
the present problem Vc and Vˆc, respectively, and set η → ε/ ‖V‖. Therefore, we have
‖αˆ−α∗‖ ≤ ε/ ‖V‖, where α∗ is the optimized solution of Equation (37), when the pertur-
bation
λ =
ε
2
∥∥A−1∥∥8 ‖A‖4 ‖c‖ ≤ η2 ∥∥V−2∥∥2 ‖q‖ , (43)
and
T =
c1M (‖V‖ (‖α∗‖+ η) + ‖c‖)2
λ2η2
+
M
‖V‖2 (44)
=
c2M (‖V‖ ‖α∗‖+ ε+ ‖c‖)2
ε2/ ‖A‖4 ×
4
∥∥A−1∥∥16 ‖A‖8 ‖c‖2
ε2
+
M
‖A‖4 (45)
=
c3Mκ(A)
12
∥∥A−1∥∥4 ‖c‖2 (‖A‖2 ‖α∗‖+ ε+ ‖c‖)2
ε4
+
M
‖A‖4 , (46)
for some large constants c1, c2, c3, where the first term comes from Equation (19) in Lemma 3.
With similar analysis to the proof of Theorem 6, we have ‖Vαˆ− c‖−minα ‖Vα− c‖ ≤ ε.
Hence yˆ =
∑M
i=1 αˆi ‖ai‖ |ai〉 is a solution of Problem 2.
Note that the number of measurements T can be simplified to
O (Mκ(A)16 (‖α∗‖+ 1)2 /ε4) when ‖c‖ = O (1), ‖A‖ = Θ(1) and ε = O (1). The
same simplifications are used in the comparison Table I.
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Algorithm 2: Hybrid quantum-classical algorithm for under-determined linear
system.
Input : Matrix A† =
∑
1≤j≤M ‖aj‖ |j〉 〈aj | ∈ CM×N that satisfies Assumption 1, vector
c ∈ CM and ε > 0.
Output: Vector s ∈ CM , where yˆ = ∑i si |ai〉 is a solution of Problem 2.
1 Define matrix Vˆ ∈ CM×M ;
2 Let Γ2 := maxj ‖aj‖2, λ := ε
2‖A−1‖8‖A‖4‖b‖ and
T := O
(
Mκ(A)12‖A−1‖4‖c‖2(‖A‖2‖α∗‖+ε+‖c‖)2
ε4
)
+ M‖A‖4 ;
3 Let vˆj,k be the approximate value of 〈aj |ak〉 by repeatedly measuring quantum circuit of
Hadamard test
{
|0logN 〉 ,U†jUk
}
Γ22T times;
4 Vˆj,k := ‖aj‖ ‖ak‖ vˆj,k for any j, k ∈ [M ];
5 Let matrix Qˆ := Vˆ
2
+ λI;
6 Calculate αˆ := Qˆ
−1
Vˆc with classical algorithm;
7 Calculate s = (αˆ1 ‖a1‖ , · · · , αˆM ‖am‖);
8 return s;
We now discuss some ways of using the output of Algorithm 2 and refer to Appendix
D for more details. Let αˆ satisfy ‖αˆ−α‖ ≤ η, and si = αi ‖ai‖, where η depends on
how long we run Algorithm 2. Take η to be small enough such that it compounds with
errors arising from the additional quantum circuits and measurements to a final error ε,
see Appendix D. There are several applications with the hybrid form {si, |ai〉 : i ∈ [M ]} of
our output yˆ. For example, it can be applied to evaluate the inner product with another
quantum state. Given proper η, a vector |v〉 ∈ CN , and the polylogN -depth quantum circuit
Uv such that |v〉 = Uv |0logN〉. We can approximate the inner product 〈v|y =
∑M
i=1 si 〈v|ai〉
with Hadamard tests of
{|0logN〉 ,U†vUj} for all of j ∈ [M ], with O (M ‖A‖2F ‖α‖2 /ε2)
independent measurements, and additive error ε in total.
The hybrid state can also be applied to measure Hermitian operators. Given proper η,
O (polylogN)-depth quantum circuits of Hk for k ∈ [KH ] and KH = O (polylogN). Let
the Hermitian operator be given as H =
∑KH
k=1 γkHk, where 0 < γk < ∆H are coefficients.
The expectation y†Hy of H can be approximated with O˜
(
M2∆2H‖A‖4F ‖α‖4
ε2
)
independent
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measurements and ε additive error.
Quantum systems are disturbed by interaction with an environment, leading to loss of
coherence which especially affects quantum circuits with high depth. Hence, it is a worth-
while goal to make the above algorithms more practical for near-term quantum devices by
reducing and optimizing the circuit depth. To this end, we consider the circuit optimization
of the Hadamard test in the next section.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE CIRCUIT OF THE HADAMARD TEST
This section introduces the techniques for circuit optimization and applies them to the
optimization of the depth of the Hadamard test. There are several approaches to construct
quantum computers, including ion traps [47, 48] and superconducting systems [36–38]. Both
approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. We propose two circuit optimization
algorithms which are suitable for these two structures, respectively. The first algorithm
is suitable for ion trap quantum computers, in which all of qubits are connected. The
second algorithm is suitable for present-day superconducting quantum devices, in which the
connection of the qubits can be represented as a lattice.
Sec. IV A gives an overview of the Hadamard test and some basic concepts about quantum
circuits, Sec. IV B gives an optimization algorithm to optimize the depth of the Hadamard
test under a complete graph, in which a CNOT gate can operate on any two qubits. Sec.
IV C gives an algorithm to optimize the depth of the Hadamard test under a graph, here
the 2D lattice, and generalizes it to any connected graph with a Hamiltonian path. For
convenience, we denote n := dlogNe and set the number of qubits to be n.
A. Some notation and review of Hadamard test
Definition of Gates: CNOTij means CNOT gate with control qubit i and target qubit
j. An n-qubit CNOT circuit is any n-qubit quantum circuit consisting only of CNOT gates.
Toffoliijk means Toffoli gate with control qubits i, j and target qubit k. We use Rj(θ)
to represent the single-qubit rotation gate with parameter θ on qubit j. Here parameter
θ contains the information of angle as well as the axis of rotation with a little abuse of
notation.
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FIG. 1: An example for snakelike order on 4× 4 lattice.
Depth of a circuit: The depth of a circuit is the maximal length of a path from any
initial gate to any of final gates in the circuit, where the gate set contains single and two-
qubit gates (and not three-qubits gates, for example). A d-depth circuit C is constructed by
d one layer circuits: C = C(d) · · · C(1), where C(i) is the i-th layer of circuit.
Quantum system under a graph: For an n-qubit quantum system, each qubit is
represented as a vertex v ∈ V in the graph G(V,E) with edge set E, where |V | = n. The
quantum gates can only operate on single qubits or two qubits which are connected in G,
and we say this n-qubit quantum system is under the graph G (or constrained to graph G).
Permutation σ on graph G(V,E): a vertex vi ∈ V is labeled to σi ∈ [|V |], where
σ =
(
σ1, · · · , σ|V |
)
is a permutation (σi 6= σj for any i 6= j).
Snakelike order: For a lattice graph G(V,E), the snakelike order of G is to label the top
left corner to 1, and then proceed to the rightmost in increasing order, and then continue in
the same fashion for the next row. In other words, the odd rows are labelled in an increasing
order, the even rows are labelled in a decreasing order, while the columns are arranged in
the increasing order. Figure 1 shows the snakelike order on 4× 4 lattice.
Hadamard test: Hadamard test of {|0〉 ,U} is to calculate the value 〈0|U |0〉 by per-
forming quantum circuits, given n-qubit quantum state |0〉 and unitary U. Figure 2 de-
picts the circuit of the Hadamard test. It is easy to check that when the first qubit
is finally measured in the computational basis, the probability to obtain the ‘0’ outcome
Pr(0) = (1 + Re〈0|U |0〉) /2 for j = 0, and Pr(0) = (1 + Im〈0|U |0〉) /2 for j = 1 in Figure
2. Independently perform this process O (1/ε2) times obtains 〈0|U |0〉 with additive error ε
and high success probability by Hoeffding’s inequality.
However, given a d-depth circuit C of unitary U, the naive method to perform the Control-
C operation requires O (dn)-depth if we do not restrict the connectivity of any two qubits,
and requires O (dn2)-depth for any connected graph by Refs. [42–44], which is costly for
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large qubit systems, especially when n d. Hence in the next two subsections, we focus on
the depth optimization of Control-C circuit for a given d-depth circuit C of unitary U.
|0〉 H • Sj H
|0〉 n / U
FIG. 2: Circuit for Hadamard test, Pr(0) = (1 + Re〈0|U |0〉) /2 when j = 0, and Pr(0) =
(1 + Im〈0|U |0〉) /2 when j = 1. Here H is Hadamard gate and S is phase gate.
B. Depth optimization of Hadamard test under complete graph
The depth of Hadamard test of {|0〉 ,U} is of the same order as the depth of the
Control-C circuit — the core part of Hadamard test. Recall that C is the quantum cir-
cuit implementation of U with depth d. Here we introduce an optimized Control-C circuit
in the fully-connected setting. We prove that the optimized depth of Control-C equals
O (log s+ d (log n
s
+ 1
))
with s ancillas. The main result is Lemma 6 which immediately
leads to Theorem 3.
We also prove that asymptotically Ω(log n) quantum depth are required to compute
〈0n| C |0n〉 regardless of the number of ancillas and the connectivity of the qubits, see Theo-
rem 5. Hence, for d = O (log n) and s = Θ(n), the optimized depth given by our algorithm
is asymptotically tight with s ancillas. The following claim and lemma are precursors to the
circuit optimization algorithm of Lemma 6.
Claim 1. Given an (n − 1)-depth CNOT circuit constructed by CNOT1,j for 2 ≤ j ≤ n,
there exists an equivalent CNOT circuit with depth 2 dlog ne − 1 and without ancillas.
This CNOT circuit can be obtained easily by the optimized CNOT circuit CNOTj,n for
1 ≤ j ≤ n in Ref. [49]. For the completeness of this manuscript, we also give the proof of
this claim in Appendix E. The optimized depth also matches the lower bound Ω(log n) [50].
Lemma 5. For any n-qubit and one-depth circuit C, the depth of Control-C can be paralleled
to 12 dlog ne+ 9 without ancillas, using CNOT and single-qubit gates.
We postpone the proof of this lemma to Appendix F. The idea of the proof is optimizing
the control circuit of C where C is one layer of single-qubit gates R(θ) and one layer of CNOT
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gates respectively. By this lemma, given O (1)-depth circuit C, O (log n)-depth is enough to
construct Control-C, which also matches the lower bound, since for some O (1)-depth C, the
depth of Control-C is Ω (log n). The following lemma generalizes the result for one-depth
circuits of Lemma 5 to d-depth circuits.
Lemma 6. For any n-qubit and d-depth circuit C, the depth of Control-C can be paralleled
to 2 dlog se+12d ⌈log n
s
⌉
+9d with s−1 ancillas where s ∈ [n], using CNOT and single-qubit
gates.
Proof. Let the d-depth circuit be C := C(d)C(d−1) · · · C(1), where C(j) is one layer of the circuit.
Let qubits 2, · · · , s be ancillas, and initialized to |0〉, where s ∈ [n], as shown in Fig. 3. Let
|ψ0〉 = (α |0〉+ β |1〉) |0s−1〉 |φ〉 be the initial state, where α, β ∈ C, and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. We
generate transformation Control-C by the following process:
(1) Copy step: |ψ0〉 → |ψ1〉 := (α |0s〉+ β |1s〉) |φ〉. (Via the copy circuit [49].)
(2) Control of C: |ψ1〉 → |ψ2〉 := α |0s〉 |φ〉 + β |1s〉 C |φ〉. (For each depth C(j), we divide
the gates into s sets such that each set Si occupies at most dn/se qubits. Use the i-th
qubit to control the gates in the set Si for i ∈ [s].)
(3) Uncompute step: |ψ2〉 → α |0〉 |0s−1〉 |φ〉+β |1〉 |0s−1〉 C |φ〉. (Via the inverse operations
of the Copy step.)
By Moore et al. [49], the depth of the Steps (1) and (3) are both dlog se. By Lemma 5,
we can optimize the control of the n/s targets to 12
⌈
log n
s
⌉
+ 9-depth for each C(j) in Step
(2). Thus the total depth of this process equals 2 dlog se + d (12 ⌈log n
s
⌉
+ 9
)
in the worst
case.
Lemma 6 indicates that the depth of the Hadamard test of {|0〉 ,U} can be optimized
to O (log s+ d(log n/s+ 1)) with (s+ n) qubits, where s ∈ [n] and d is the depth of circuit
representing U. Notice that when s = n, the depth can be optimized to O (d+ log n), which
matches the lower bound for some particular circuits.
However, in real superconducting quantum device, not any two qubits are connected [36,
37, 51, 52], the connectivity of physical qubits are constrained to a graph. In next subsection,
we will give the algorithm to map the circuit of Hadamard test to physical device with lattice
structure.
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• • • • • •
• · · · • · · · •
R(θ1)
•
R(θ2)

|0〉⊗n

|0〉⊗s
FIG. 3: Circuit for Control-C with s ancillas, in which the circuit of the left-top dashed box perform
the copy operation, and the right-top box perform the uncompute operation, the red dashed box
is the circuit C, and the box in gray is to target gates with one control qubit.
C. Depth optimization of Hadamard test under lattice graph
Here we consider a special graph — a two-dimensional lattice. Such a graph commonly
occurs in physical quantum computing implementations [36, 37, 51]. Lemma 9 shows our
optimization result. Before discussing it, we give a claim and several related lemmas to serve
for it.
Claim 2. On a lattice of size l1 × l2 where one can only perform the SWAP operation
between the neighbors of the lattice, there exists an O (l1 + l2) parallel time algorithm, which
can generate any permutation σ = (σ1, · · · , σn) from the snakelike order.
The permutation problem in Claim 2 is exactly the inverse process of parallel sorting
problem on l1 × l2 2D lattice in Sec 9.4 of Ref. [53]. It can be solved in O (l1 + l2) parallel
time using a recursive sorting algorithm. Hence, the permutation problem in Claim 2 needs
O (l1 + l2)-depth of the SWAP operations.
The following lemma states how to map one layer of CNOT gates to a physical device
where the connectivity of qubits is constrained to an l1 × l2 lattice.
Lemma 7. Suppose we are given an n-qubit and one-depth CNOT circuit C and we have
to re-design it such that the qubits are constrained according to an l1 × l2 lattice, where
l1l2 = n. There exists an equivalent O (l1 + l2)-depth CNOT circuit under the above lattice.
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(a)
1 •
2 •
3
4
(b)
1 •
3
2 •
4
(c)
FIG. 4: (a) 2× 2 lattice in snake order and a permutation σ = (1, 3, 2, 4). (b) A depth-1, 4 qubit
CNOT circuit. (c) The same circuit as in (b) with qubits 2 and 3 swapped.
Furthermore, this complexity bound is asymptotically tight.
Proof. Observe that we can represent a one-depth and n-qubit CNOT circuit as
C =
r⊗
i=1
CNOTsi,ti , (47)
where si, ti ∈ [n], r ≤ n/2, and any qubit q ∈ [n] appears at most once in the multiset
{s1, s2, . . . , sr} ∪ {t1, t2, . . . , tr}.
We first label the qubits in the l1× l2 lattice in the snakelike order. Next, permute all of
qubits to order σ such that CNOT gates arise only in neighbors of the new order σ. Next,
apply CNOT gates in one layer since all of gates are operated on neighbors of qubits. In the
end, restore the original order of qubits by performing the inverse process of the first step
— permuting qubits. A simple example of this step is described in Fig 4.
By Claim 2, we can generate any permutations with O (l1 + l2)-depth of SWAP gates.
Since one SWAP gate can be constructed by 3 CNOT gates, any permutations can also
be generated by O (l1 + l2)-depth of CNOT gates. Meanwhile, the inverse process of the
permutation has the same depth, thus the total depth to map the one layer of CNOT gates
to l1 × l2 lattice is O (l1 + l2).
For the lower bound, observe that it needs at least depth l1 + l2 to map a CNOT gate
operating on two qubits corresponding to vertices with distance l1 + l2 (such as left-top and
right-bottom vertices) to the CNOT circuit under this l1 × l2-lattice.
The following lemma states how to map a particular CNOT circuit with one common
control qubit and k < n targets to a lattice. The size of this particular kind of circuits can be
optimized to O (n) with the optimization technique in Ref. [43]. One can easily parallelize
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the optimization process of Ref. [43] to O (l1 + l2)-depth on l1× l2 lattice. For completeness,
we give a simpler algorithm in Appendix G which has the same parallel depth.
Lemma 8. Given a CNOT circuit constructed by CNOT1,i1 , · · · ,CNOT1,ik , where 1 < i1 <
· · · < ik ≤ n, k < n, and an l1 × l2 lattice as the constrained graph of the quantum system,
there exists an equivalent O (l1 + l2)-depth CNOT circuit under the above lattice.
The proof of Lemma 8 is in Appendix G. Lemma 8 also matches the lower bound, since
it needs Ω (l1 + l2)-depth to implement the CNOT gate on two qubit with largest distance
l1 + l2.
Lemma 9. Suppose we are given an n-qubit and d-depth circuit C and we have to re-design
it such that the qubits are constrained according to an l1 × l2 lattice, where l1l2 = n. There
exists an O (d (l1 + l2))-depth circuit for Control-C under the above lattice.
Proof. Suppose C = C(d) · · · C(1), where C(i) is the i-th layer of C. We decompose each
Control-C(i) for i ∈ [d] into CNOT gates and single-qubit gates via the method of Lemma
5. Since here a CNOT (Toffoli) gate can operate on two (three) qubits only when they are
neighbors on the lattice, we need to map the following two cases of circuits to the lattice:
• One layer of Toffoli gates;
• The CNOT circuit which is constructed by CNOT1,i1 , · · · ,CNOT1,ik , where 1 < i1 <
· · · < ik ≤ n.
For one layer of Toffoli gates, we permute the qubits to let all of Toffoli gates operate
on neighbors of qubits. For one Toffoli gate, we firstly decompose it into 6 layers of CNOT
gates [54] joint with single-qubit gates in alternatively. The decomposed CNOT gate can
be implemented by at most 4 CNOT gates on the lattice since the distance3 between these
two qubits is at most 2. Hence after permutation, we can implement one layer of Toffoli
gates with constant depth of CNOT gates joint with constant depth of single-qubit gates
(12 layers of CNOT gates), and since permutation operation and its inverse process both
can be implemented in O (l1 + l2)-depth by Lemma 2, the implementation of one layer of
Toffoli gates on l1 × l2 lattice needs O (l1 + l2)-depth in total.
3 Distance: The number of edges for the minimum path of these two vertices in the lattice.
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For CNOT circuit which is constructed by CNOT1,i1 , · · · ,CNOT1,ik , where 1 < i1 <
· · · < ik ≤ n, it can be implemented on l1 × l2 lattice with depth O (l1 + l2) by Lemma 8.
Thus mapping Control-C for depth d circuit C to l1 × l2 lattice in which l1l2 = n needs
O (d (l1 + l2))-depth.
Corollary 2. Suppose we are given an n-qubit and d-depth circuit C and we have to re-design
it such that the qubits are constrained according to a graph G which has a Hamiltonian path.
There exists an O (dn)-depth circuit for Control-C under the above graph.
The corollary can be obtained directly by Lemma 9 by letting l1 = n, l2 = 1. By Lemma
9 (Corollary 2), we can immediately obtain Theorem 4 (Corollary 1).
In the following, we prove that there exists some unitary U, the Hadamard test of {|0〉 ,U}
needs at least Ω (max {log n,D})-depth of quantum circuits under a graph with diameter
D.
Proof of Theorem 5. For the specific unitary U = ⊗nj=1Rj, where Rj = eiθjI, then
〈0n|U |0n〉 = 〈0n| ⊗nj=1 eiθjI |0n〉 = ei
∑n
j=1 θj . Since there needs Ω(log n)-depth to com-
pute θ1 + · · · + θn for complete graph in which any two qubits are connected. And for any
constrained graph with diameter D, it needs at least Ω (D)-depth to generate ei
∑n
j=1 θj , since
there exists two qubit j, k, we need at least D-depth to compute the addition of θj + θk.
Thus we need at least Ω(max {log n,D})-depth to generate 〈0n|U |0n〉.
V. DISCUSSION
In this work we have investigated the solving of skewed linear systems with near-term
hybrid algorithms. We have assumed quantum access to the normalized columns (or rows,
respectively) of the corresponding matrix with efficiently implementable quantum circuits
and classically given norms. We have proposed two algorithms for two different kinds of
systems — over-determined and under-determined. The time complexity of our algorithms
are polynomial in the smaller dimension of matrix and logarithmic in the larger dimension.
Hence we can solve certain skewed linear systems efficiently in the larger dimension. With
similar techniques, we can also solve low-rank factorized linear systems efficiently. See Table
I for a comparison to other linear systems solvers with different data input models.
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Our hybrid algorithms require the Hadamard test on the quantum computer as a sub-
routine. Since quantum systems tend to decohere in a short amount of time, we have also
considered the optimization of the depth of Hadamard test {|0〉 ,U}. The first case we
have considered is when two-qubit gates can operate on any two qubits, the second case is
when there is a lattice underlying the connectivity of the qubits, similar to recent near-term
quantum devices.
We leave several open problems based on this work.
• Does there exist any hybrid near-term linear system algorithm with time complexity
that is linear or sub-linear in 1/ε?
• More generally, can the time complexity of this work be improved in some or all of
the parameters?
• Are our circuit optimization algorithms tight beyond one-depth circuits? Given a d-
depth circuit C, is there any better lower bound than Theorem 5 for the depth of
quantum circuit to compute 〈0| C |0〉?
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Appendix A: Comparison of the input model
Consider the matrix
A˜ =
∑
i≤K
αiU˜i, (A1)
where A˜ ∈ CN˜×N˜ , αi ∈ R, K = polylogN˜ , and each U˜j has depth polylogN˜ . We say A
has an efficient linear combination of unitaries (ELCU) representation if it has the above
representation. In the following, we assume to be given an N ×M matrix A, with M = 2m
and N = 2n and where each column is normalized and can be accessed by a quantum circuit
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Reference Time complexity Input model
SV09 [15] O
(
M ‖A‖2F
∥∥A−1∥∥2 log(ε0/ε)) Cons., full col. rank, sampling access
CLW18 [24] O˜
(
‖A‖2ωF κ8ω+4 ‖x∗‖2ω /ε2ω
)
Length-square sampling [34]
GLT18 [25] O˜
(
‖A‖6F κ16R6 ‖x∗‖6 /ε6
)
Length-square sampling [34]
Problem 1 (Algorithm 1) O˜
(
Γ2M3κ8
(
‖x∗‖2 + 1
)
/ε4
)
Quantum circuits access
Problem 2 (Algorithm 2) O˜
(
Γ2M3κ16
(
‖α∗‖2 + 1
)
/ε4
)
Quantum circuits access
Problem 3 O˜
(
Γ′2R3 (κ(A1)κ(A2))6 κ2/ε2
)
Quantum circuits access
TABLE I: The comparison between our algorithms and the existing algorithms for solving linear
system Ax = b for A ∈ CN×M with ‖Axˆ− b‖ − ‖Ax∗ − b‖ ≤ ε, where xˆ and x∗ are the
approximate solution and optimal solution respectively. Here, ε0 ≤ ‖x∗‖, ω < 2.373 is the matrix
multiplication exponent, κ is the condition number of A, and R is the rank of A. In addition, ai is
the i-th column of matrix A, and Γ = maxi
{
‖ai‖ , ‖ai‖2
}
. For Problem 2, note that we are solving
A†y = c with c ∈ CM . Here, y∗ is the optimal solution and α∗ is defined via y∗ = ∑i α∗iai. For
Problem 3, we need the extra assumption that A = A1A2, A1 ∈ CN×R,A2 ∈ CR×M are two rank
R matrices, Γ′ is obtained by changing ai into the i-th columns of A1 and A
†
2 in the definition
of Γ. For all problems considered in the table, we assume ‖A‖ = Θ (1) , ‖b‖ = O (1) , ‖c‖ =
O (1) , ‖A1‖ = O (1), ‖A2‖ = O (1), and ε = O (1).
efficiently. The cost function of the linear system arg minx ‖Ax− b‖ can be converted into
a new cost function arg minx
∥∥∥〈0m| A˜ |0m〉x− 2M b∥∥∥, where A˜ ∈ CN˜×N˜ and N˜ = MN , has
an ELCU representation.
Let Ui be the unitaries preparing the columns of A ∈ CN×M , where i ∈ [M ]. From the
outset the column norms of A shall be 1 for simplicity. Given Ucomb =
∑M
i=1 |i〉 〈i|⊗Ui. Also
consider the copy operation for basis vectors Ucopy |i〉 |0n〉 = |i〉 |i〉. Note that the second
register can be larger than the first. The following sequence of unitaries generates a block
encoding of A:
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U˜A1 := (H
⊗m ⊗ I)Ucomb(I− 2
M∑
i=1
|i〉 〈i| ⊗ |0n〉 〈0n|)U†copy(H⊗m ⊗ I) (A2)
= (H⊗m ⊗ I)(UcombU†copy − 2
M∑
i=1
|i〉 〈i| ⊗Ui |0n〉 〈i|)(H⊗m ⊗ I) (A3)
= (H⊗m ⊗ I)(UcombU†copy − 2
M∑
i=1
|i〉 〈i| ⊗ |ai〉 〈i|)(H⊗m ⊗ I) (A4)
= (H⊗m ⊗ I)UcombU†copy(H⊗m ⊗ I)−
2
M
|0〉m 〈0|m
M∑
i=1
|ai〉 〈i|+ P⊥. (A5)
Here, P⊥ is an operator that is zero in the |0m〉 〈0m| block. Note that the first term is
the unitary
U˜A2 := (H
⊗m ⊗ I)UcombU†copy(H⊗m ⊗ I). (A6)
Define the linear system with the matrix
A˜ = U˜A2 − U˜A1. (A7)
Naively we minimize ‖A˜ |0〉x − b˜‖ using some b˜ in the enhanced space. However, we can
just minimize a different cost function ‖ 〈0m| A˜ |0m〉x − 2
M
b‖, where we use the original b.
Noting that if x∗ is the solution to Ax∗ = b, then
〈0m| A˜ |0m〉x∗ = 〈0m|
 2MAx∗
P⊥ |0m〉x∗
 = 2
M
b. (A8)
We have used that 〈0|P⊥ |0〉 = 0. We have shown that our data input model can be formally
translated into a small linear combination of unitaries. However the ability to perform Ucomb
can be considered to go beyond the NISQ setting. Note that Ref. [29] performs an analogous
association of sparse matrix oracle access with the ECLU representation.
Also note that the ELCU model can be transformed into the column model. However this
comes at the price of many columns, which will not be solved efficiently by our algorithms.
Future work may study sampling algorithms for this setting [15]. The following shows that
for matrix A˜ given by Equation (A1), each column can be accessed with polylogN -size
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quantum circuits (but we have N of them). Let the j-th column of A˜ be A˜j. Then
A˜j =
(
K∑
i=1
αiU˜i
)
|j〉 =
K∑
i=1
αi
(
U˜i |j〉
)
(A9)
=
K∑
i=1
αi
(
U˜
(j)
i |0n〉
)
, (A10)
where U˜
(j)
i |0n〉 = U˜i |j〉 = U˜iCj |0n〉, and Cj is one layer of Pauli-X gates to map |0n〉 to
|j〉. Let
Uj :=
K∑
i=1
|i〉 〈i| ⊗ U˜(j)i , (A11)
and similar to Ref. [55], let
U
(j)
comb :=
(
U†prep(α)⊗ I
)
Uj (Uprep(α)⊗ I) (A12)
= |0logK〉 〈0logK |
K∑
i=1
αiU˜
(j)
i + |⊥〉 〈⊥| . (A13)
Here, we have used
Uprep(α) |0n〉 =
K∑
i=1
√
αi |i〉 , (A14)
which in general takes depth O˜ (K) to implement. Then A˜j = 〈0logK |U(j)comb |0logK〉 |0n〉.
Since there exist poly(logN)-size quantum circuits for Uj and Uprep(α), there also exists
a poly(logN)-size quantum circuit for A˜j. We emphasize again that the problem of this
mapping is that j ∈ [N ] and N is large in general.
Appendix B: Algorithm for factorized linear system
Let A ∈ CN×M be a rank R matrix. Let A1 :=
∑
1≤j≤R ‖uj‖ |uj〉 〈j| ∈ CN×R and
A2 :=
∑
1≤j≤R ‖vj‖ |j〉 〈vj| ∈ CR×M be two rank R matrices, such that A1A2 = A. The
matrices A1 and A2 are defined by the quantum states |uj〉 and |vj〉 and corresponding
norms, respectively, analogous to Assumption 1. In addition, b ∈ CN and |b〉 := b/ ‖b‖
is defined analogous to Assumption 2. Let Γ = max1≤j≤R
{‖uj‖2 , ‖uj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖vj‖2}. The
following theorem states that when the rank R = O (polylog (M,N)), we can solve the linear
system arg minx ‖Ax− b‖ in a run time dependent on polylog (M,N).
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Theorem 8. For matrix A and vector b as mentioned above, there exists an
O (R3Γ2 (κ(A1)κ(A2))8 poly (logM, logN, ‖b‖) /ε2)
time hybrid algorithm, which outputs a classical vector s = (s1, · · · , sR), such that the ap-
proximate solution xˆ =
∑
1≤j≤R sj |vj〉 satisfies ‖Axˆ− b‖ − minx ‖Ax− b‖ ≤ ε with high
success probability.
Proof. Let x∗ := arg minx ‖Ax− b‖, and y∗ := A2x∗, then ‖Ax∗ − b‖ = ‖A1y∗ − b‖. In
the following we output s = (s1, · · · , sR) such that
∥∥∥A∑1≤j≤R sj |vj〉 − b∥∥∥−‖Ax∗ − b‖ ≤ ε
by solving the following two linear system problems:
(a) Output an approximate solution yˆ such that ‖A1yˆ − b‖ − ‖A1y∗ − b‖ ≤ ε1;
(b) Solve linear system minx ‖A2x− y‖, and output the coefficients s = (s1, · · · , sR) of
the approximate solution xˆ =
∑
1≤j≤R sj |vj〉 such that ‖xˆ− x∗‖ ≤ ε/ ‖A‖.
Here, ε1 depends on Problem (b), and we will give its explicit value later. Problems (a) and
(b) can be solved with our Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Nevertheless, we can simplify
this process since matrices A1,A2 are both full rank.
Let Γ1 = max
{‖uj‖2 , ‖uj‖ ‖b‖} ,Γ2 = maxj ‖vj‖2. The algorithm is as follows. First,
generate approximate matrix Vˆ of matrix V = A†1A1, and approximate vector qˆ of vector
q = A1b by Hadamard tests (similar to Algorithms 1 and 2) with Γ
2
1R
2T1 independent
quantum measurements. In the same way, generate approximate materice Qˆ of matrix
Q = A2A
†
2 with Γ2R
2T2 independent quantum measurements.
Next, calculate yˆ = Vˆ
−1
qˆ classically and output yˆ as a solution of Problem (a). Then
by Proposition 10 of Huang, Bharti and Rebentrost [26], we have ‖yˆ − y∗‖ ≤ ε1 when
T1 = O
(
R
∥∥V−1∥∥2 (1 + ‖y∗‖2) /ε21). Finally, calculate αˆ = Qˆ−1yˆ classically, and output
the vector (αˆ1 ‖v1‖ , · · · , αˆR ‖vR‖) as a solution of Problem (b).
To bound the error of the output, we require ‖yˆ − y∗‖ ≤ O
(√
R/T2
)
, and
T2 = O
(
R ‖A‖2 ∥∥Q−1∥∥2 (1 + ‖α∗‖2) /ε2) (B1)
by Huang, Bharti and Rebentrost [26]. Let ε1 =
√
R/T2, which gives us
T1 =
R ‖A‖2 ∥∥V−1∥∥2 ∥∥Q−1∥∥2 (1 + ‖y∗‖2) (1 + ‖α∗‖2)
ε2
,
and thus the total number of quantum measurements is bounded by
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Γ2R2 (T1 + T2) = O
Γ2R3 ‖A‖2 ∥∥Q−1∥∥2
(∥∥V−1∥∥2 (1 + ‖y∗‖2)+ 1) (1 + ‖α∗‖2)
ε2
(B2)
= O
Γ2R3 ‖A‖2 ∥∥A−12 ∥∥4
(∥∥A−11 ∥∥4 (1 + ‖y∗‖2)+ 1) (1 + ‖α∗‖2)
ε2
 ,(B3)
where Γ = max {Γ1,Γ2}, which can be simplified to O
(
Γ2R3κ(A1)
6κ(A2)6κ(A)
2
ε2
)
with the as-
sumption that ‖b‖ = O (1) , ‖A1‖ = O (1) , ‖A2‖ = O (1).
Appendix C: Algorithm for “rank-relaxed” factorized linear system
Let A ∈ CN×M , A1 :=
∑
1≤j≤R ‖uj‖ |uj〉 〈j| ∈ CN×R, and A2 :=
∑
1≤j≤R ‖vj‖ |j〉 〈vj| ∈
CR×M with rank (A2) = R, such that A1A2 = A. Let also b ∈ CN . The vectors |uj〉 , |vj〉
and |b〉 := b/ ‖b‖ can be quantum accessed analogously to Assumptions 1 and 2. Let the
size bound Γ = max1≤j≤R
{‖uj‖2 , ‖uj‖ ‖b‖ , ‖vj‖2}. The following theorem states that we
can solve the linear system arg minx ‖Ax− b‖2 in a run time dependent on polylog (M,N).
This algorithm depends on 1/ε4 linearly, since we relax the decomposition form of A, and
A1 can be a low rank matrix.
Theorem 9. For matrix A and vector b as mentioned above, there exists an
O (R3Γ2poly (κ (A1) , κ (A2) , logM, logN, ‖b‖) /ε4) (C1)
time hybrid algorithm, which outputs a classical vector s = (s1, · · · , sR) such that the approx-
imate solution xˆ =
∑
1≤j≤R sj |vj〉, and ‖Axˆ− b‖ − minx ‖Ax− b‖ ≤ ε with high success
probability.
Proof. For matrix A ∈ CN×M and A = A1A2, A2 ∈ CR×M is full row rank. Let y := A2x,
then A1y = b. Let V1 = A
†
1A1, and Γ1 be the maximum absolute value of all of elements
of V1 and b. Similar to Algorithm 1, we can generate an approximate matrix Vˆ1 of V1
by Γ21R
2T1 independent measurements of some quantum circuits such that
∥∥∥Vˆ1 −V1∥∥∥ ≤
O
(√
R/T1
)
.
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Let yˆ be the solution of the approximate and perturbed system Wˆ = Vˆ1 + λI, with
λ = ε1/
(
2
∥∥A−11 ∥∥4 ‖A1‖2 ‖b‖). Then we have ‖yˆ − y‖ ≤ ε1, with
T1 =
cR
∥∥A−11 ∥∥8 ‖A1‖2 ‖b‖2 (‖A1‖ (‖x∗‖+ 1) + ε1)2
ε41
,
for large constant c.
For the system A2x = y, let V2 = A2A
†
2. By Lemma 4, there exists a vec-
tor α ∈ CR such that x = ∑i αi ‖ai‖ |ai〉, and thus V2α = A2x. Since A2 is full
row rank, V2 is full rank. Let Vˆ2 be the approximated matrix of V2 with the same
method as Vˆ in Algorithm 2. Then Vˆ2 can be obtained by O (Γ2R2T2) independent
measurements of Hadamard tests, where Γ2 is the maximum absolute value of all ele-
ments in V2, and ‖Vˆ − V‖ ≤ O
(√
R/T2
)
. Let αˆ = Vˆ
−1
b be the solution of the
approximate system, and ε1 =
√
R/T2. Since V2 is invertible, by Proposition 10 of
Huang, Bharti and Rebentrost [26], ‖A2xˆ − y‖ − ‖A2x − y‖ ≤ ε/ ‖A1‖, with T2 =
O
(
R ‖A1‖2 ‖V2‖
∥∥V−12 ∥∥2 (1 + ‖α∗‖)2/ε2) = O (R ‖A1‖2 ‖A2‖2 ∥∥A−12 ∥∥4 (1 + ‖α∗‖)2/ε),
where α∗ = V−12 y. Hence, ‖Axˆ− y‖ − ‖Ax− y‖ ≤ ε, with quantum measurements
O (Γ2R2 (T1 + T2)) (C2)
= Γ2R3O
(
a1a
2
2(‖x∗‖+ 1)2
ε4
+
(a1 + 1)a2
ε2
)
(C3)
where a1 =
∥∥A−11 ∥∥8 ‖A1‖4 ‖b‖2 , a2 = ‖A1‖2 ‖A2‖2 ∥∥A−12 ∥∥4 (1 + ‖α∗‖)2, and Γ =
max(Γ1,Γ2).
Appendix D: Application of the hybrid output in Algorithm 2
In this section, we will give the error analysis for the two applications of our hybrid
outputs, as stated in Lemmas 10 and 11.
Let yˆ =
∑M
i=1 αˆi ‖ai‖ |ai〉 be an approximation of optimal solution y =
∑M
i=1 αi ‖ai‖ |ai〉
such that ‖αˆ−α‖ ≤ η, where η > 0 is the error of our algorithm. The more measurements
we have in our Algorithm 2, the smaller the error η. The first application is measuring an
overlap with an arbitrary quantum state.
Lemma 10. Given y and yˆ as defined above, ε ∈ (0, 1), and a poly-logarithmic depth
circuit Uv ∈ CN×N . Let |v〉 = Uv |0logN〉, and η = ε2‖A‖F . There exists an algorithm
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which outputs the inner product 〈˜v|y, such that
∣∣∣〈˜v|y − 〈v|y∣∣∣ ≤ ε with O (M‖A‖2F ‖α‖2ε2 )
independent measurements.
Proof. We can use Hadamard test to approximate 〈v|ai〉 = 〈0logN |U†vUi |0logN〉. Sup-
pose we independently take T measurements of the Hadamard test
{|0logN〉 ,U†vUi} and
obtain the approximation 〈˜v|ai〉. Then we have
∣∣∣〈˜v|ai〉 − 〈v|ai〉∣∣∣ ≤ O (1/√T). Let
〈˜v|y = ∑i αˆi ‖ai‖ 〈˜v|ai〉. Hence
∣∣∣〈˜v|y − 〈v|y∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣〈˜v|y − 〈v| yˆ∣∣∣+ |〈v| yˆ − 〈v|y| (D1)
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1
αˆi ‖ai‖O
(√
1/T
)∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
i=1
αˆi ‖ai‖ 〈v|ai〉 −
M∑
i=1
αi ‖ai‖ 〈v|ai〉
∣∣∣∣∣ (D2)
≤ ‖αˆ‖ ‖A‖F O
(√
1/T
)
+ ‖α− αˆ‖ ‖A‖F (D3)
≤ ‖α‖ ‖A‖F O
(√
1/T
)
+ ‖αˆ−α‖ ‖A‖F O
(√
1/T
)
+ ‖α− αˆ‖ ‖A‖F
(D4)
≤ ε (D5)
The last inequality holds when T = O ((ε+ ‖A‖F ‖α‖)2 /ε2). The expression can be
simplified to T = O (‖A‖2F ‖α‖2 /ε2) with the fact that T = Ω(1). Since we need to
approximate all of 〈v|ai〉 for i ∈ [M ], the total measurements equals O
(
M ‖A‖2F ‖α‖2 /ε2
)
.
The second application is measuring an observable on the output.
Lemma 11. Given y, yˆ as defined above, KH = O (polylogN), ε ≤
min
{
1,∆HKH ‖A‖2F ‖α‖2
}
, and poly-logarithmic depth quantum circuits Hi for
i ∈ KH . Let H =
∑
i≤KH γiHi, where 0 < γi < ∆H for i ∈ [KH ] are coefficients.
η = min
{
ε
4‖A‖2F ‖α‖∆HKH
, ‖α‖ ε
}
. There exists an algorithm which outputs y˜†Hy such that∣∣∣y˜†Hy − y†Hy∣∣∣ ≤ ε with O˜ (M2∆2H‖A‖4F ‖α‖4ε2 ) independent measurements.
Proof. Let ˜〈ai|Hj |ak〉 denote the approximation of 〈ai|Hj |ak〉 by T independent
measurements of the Hadamard test
{
|0logN〉 ,U†iHjUk
}
. Note that y˜†Hy =∑
i,j,k αˆ
∗
i γjαˆk ‖ai‖ ‖ak‖ ˜〈ai|Hj |ak〉. Then we have
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∣∣∣y˜†Hy − y†Hy∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣y˜†Hy − yˆ†Hyˆ∣∣∣+ ∣∣yˆ†Hyˆ − y†Hy∣∣ (D6)
≤
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i,j,k
αˆ∗i γjαˆk ‖ai‖ ‖ak‖O
(√
1/T
)∣∣∣∣∣ (D7)
+
∣∣∣∣∣∑
j
γj
∑
i,k
(αˆ∗i αˆk − α∗iαk) ‖ai‖ ‖ak‖ 〈ai|Hj |ak〉
∣∣∣∣∣ (D8)
≤ ∆HKH ‖A‖2F O
(√
1/T
) (
η2 + ‖α‖2) (D9)
+ ∆HKH ‖A‖2F
√∑
i,k
(αˆ∗i αˆk − α∗iαk)2 (D10)
≤ ε. (D11)
The last inequality holds when (i)
∑
i,k (αˆ
∗
i αˆk − α∗iαk)2 = O
(‖α‖2 η2) and (ii) T =
c∆2HK
2
H‖A‖4F (η2+‖α‖2)
2
ε2
for a suitable constant c. The number of measurements can be simpli-
fied to
T =
c′∆2HK
2
H ‖A‖4F ‖α‖4
ε2
+
c′ε2
∆2HK
2
H ‖A‖4F ‖α‖4
(D12)
= O
(
∆2HK
2
H ‖A‖4F ‖α‖4
ε2
)
, (D13)
for a suitable constant c′, since ε ≤ ∆HKH ‖A‖2F ‖α‖2. To show (i), let |αi − αˆi| = εi. Then∑
i ε
2
i = η
2. By the definition of α, we have αi > 0. Hence,∑
i,k
(αˆ∗i αˆk − α∗iαk)2 ≤
∑
i,k
((αi + εi) (αk + εk)− αiαk)2
≤ 4 ‖α‖2 η2 + 4 ‖α‖ η3 + η4
≤ 9 ‖α‖2 η2.
(D14)
The last inequality holds since η ≤ ‖α‖.
Appendix E: Optimized CNOT circuit for copy operation
Proof. By Refs. [49, 50], the CNOT circuit constructed by CNOT1,j for 2 ≤ j ≤ n can be
represented by a matrix M ∈ {0, 1}n×n, in which only the first column and the diagonal
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elements are 1, i.e.,
M =

1 0 0 · · · 0
1 1 0 · · · 0
1 0 1 · · · 0
· · ·
1 0 0 · · · 1

. (E1)
The representation is unique, i.e., the CNOT circuits with the same matrix representation
M are equivalent. A CNOT circuit with matrix representation M followed by a CNOT
gate CNOTi,j is equivalent to add row i to row j of M. Thus the construction of a CNOT
circuit is equivalent to going from I to M with paralleled row additions. Here, row addition
AddRow(M, i, j) means add row i to row j of matrix M. Paralleled row addition means
to do row additions in parallel. The paralleled row addition algorithm from I to M is as
follows:
• Perform AddRow(M, 2k−1(2j + 1), 2kj) for j from 0 to n
2k
− 1, where k increases from
1 to log n − 1, except for all the row operations about the first row, i.e., without
performing AddRow(M, j, 0);
• Perform AddRow(M, 2k−1(2j + 1), 2kj) for j from 0 to n
2k
− 1, and k decrease from
log n to 1.
For convenience here we suppose log n is an integer. This assumption is easy to be generalized
to the non-integer case. Notice that CNOTji is equivalent to add row j to row i, and
the transpose of M is corresponding to transformation: (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
MT−−→ (x1 + · · · +
xn, x2, · · · , xn). Hence, a simple way to verify the above process is to check whether the
transpose operation of the above process equals MT . Since for each fixed k, all of row
operations can be performed in parallel, there are 2 dlog ne − 1 paralleled row additions in
total.
Appendix F: Optimization of a control circuit
In this section, we give the proof of Lemma 5.
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Proof of Lemma 5. Observe that any one layer of a quantum circuit can be represented as
C =
⊗
k≤s
CNOTik,jk
⊗
p≤t
Rp(θ), (F1)
where ik, jk, p are disjoint qubits for any k ∈ [s], p ∈ [t], and s+ t ≤ n. In the following, we
optimize the depth of Control-CNOTs and Control-R(θ) respectively.
The controlled CNOT circuits which contain s CNOTs are actually s Toffoli gates which
share one common control qubit. Observe that we can greatly reduce the depth by using
additional qubits to avoid the concentration of the control qubit of the Toffoli gates to the
single ancilla by the idea of Ref. [56], as depicted in Fig. 5. We say an n+m-qubit unitary U
implements an n-qubit matrix M with m borrowed ancilla qubits if U(|x〉 |a〉) = (M |x〉) |a〉
for any a ∈ {0, 1}m and x ∈ {0, 1}n.
•
• =
• •
• •
• •
FIG. 5: [56]Implement Toffoli gate with one borrowed ancilla qubit.
The main idea of our optimization algorithm is to divide the CNOT gates of C into two
sets S1 and S2, in which 0 ≤ s1 − s2 ≤ 1, and s1, s2 are the size of S1, S2 respectively. First
optimize the depth of the Control-CNOTs in set S1 by utilizing the rests qubits (qubits in
set S2) as the borrowed ancillas. And then similarly optimize the depth of Control-CNOTs
in set S2.
In details, we randomly choose s1 qubits corresponding to gates of S2 as borrowed
ancillas, and replace all of Control-CNOTs for CNOTs in set S1 to a new equivalent
circuit, as in the right hand side of Fig. 5, by using these s1 qubits as borrowed an-
cillas. Without loss of generality, let S1 := {CNOT1,2, · · · ,CNOT2s1−1,2s1}, and S2 :=
{CNOT2s1+1,2s1+2, · · · ,CNOT2s1+2s2−1,2s1+2s2}. This process can be implemented by per-
forming:
(1) Toffoli(2i, 2s1 + i, 2i+ 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s1;
(2) CNOT1,2s1+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s1;
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•
R(θ)
=
• • eiφ
R(c) R(b) R(a)
FIG. 6: [56] Convert Control-R(θ) to CNOTs + one-qubit gates, where R(θ) =
eiφR(a)XR(b)XR(c), and R(a)R(b)R(c) = I, where X is Pauli-X.
(3) Toffoli(2i, 2s1 + i, 2i+ 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s1;
(4) CNOT1,2s1+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ s1;
By Claim 1, both step (2) and (4) can be paralleled to 2 dlog s1e−1-depth respectively. The
depth of Toffoli gate can be reduced to 8 by Amy [57], thus the total depth of step (1-4)
are less than 4 dlog s1e+ 6. Therefore, the depth of Control-CNOTs to construct Control-C
equals 4 dlog s1e + 4 dlog s2e + 12 ≤ 8 dlog se + 8, the equality holds when s1 = ds/2e and
s2 = bs/2c.
For control of t single-qubit gates, without loss of generality, let them be
R1(θ1),R2(θ2), · · · ,Rt(θt),
where Rj(θ) represents R(θ) operating on the j-th qubit. By Nielsen et al. [58], any Control-
R(θ) gate can be decomposed into four single-qubit gates combined with two CNOTs, as
depicted in Fig. 6. The circuit construction for the control of t single-qubit gates is as
follows:
(1) Perform Rj(cj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t;
(2) Perform CNOT0,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ t;
(3) Perform Rj(bj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t;
(4) Perform CNOT0,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ t;
(5) Perform Rj(cj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t;
(6) Perform ei
∑
j φj on the qubit 0;
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where 0 is the original control qubit. Since by Claim 1, steps (2) and (4) can be optimized
to 2 dlog te − 1-depth respectively, and the depth of other steps all equal one, the depth of
Control-{R(θ)} equals 4 dlog te+ 1.
Therefore, the total depth of Control-C is less than 8 dlog se+8+4 dlog te+1 ≤ 12 dlog ne+
9.
Appendix G: Optimize the depth of a CNOT circuit under lattice
In this section, we give the proof of Lemma 8. Before the proof, we first introduce a
fact that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between an n-qubit CNOT circuit and
an n × n invertible matrix. Specifically, the j-th column of the matrix for n-qubit CNOT
circuit C equals the n-boolean tuple obtained by operating C on ej = (0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0)
where only the j-th entry is 1 and all the other n− 1 entries are 0. The construction holds
because of the linearity of CNOT circuits, i.e., for any i, j ∈ [n], C |i⊕ j〉 = C |i〉⊕C |j〉. For
example, a CNOT gate CNOT1,2 can be represented as matrix
1 0
1 1
4.
Proof of Lemma 8. Let CNOT circuit
C1 :=
k∏
j=1
CNOT1,ij , (G1)
where ij 6= ij′ for j 6= j′ and ij ∈ [n]. Let set S := {1, i1, ...ik}. Let the top left corner vertex
be (1, 1) in the l1× l2 lattice. For vertex (i, j), which is in row i and column j of the lattice.
First generate a spanning tree by removing all of the vertical edges connecting vertices (i, j)
and (i + 1, j) for i ∈ [n − 1] and 2 ≤ j ≤ n. Then recurrently delete all of the leaves not
in S, and the edges corresponding to these leaves, until all of the leaves are vertices in set
S. Denote this tree as tree T . Let the root of tree T be qubit on vertex (1, 1) of the lattice,
denoted as qubit 1 (we can use SWAP gates to change the root be qubit 1), and use c(i) to
represent the set of children of qubit i. The following algorithm gives an O (l1 + l2)-depth
equivalent CNOT circuit under tree T for C1.
(1) Let T be the tree set which contains all of the maximal sub-trees Tj of T such that
the root and leaves of Tj are in S and all of the remaining internal vertices are not in
4 · ⊕ · is bit to bit XOR of two numbers.
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S. Permute the elements of T such that if the tree Ti is in front of the tree Tj, then
the root of Tj is not the descendant of the root of Ti in tree T . Sequentially take the
maximum number of trees in T until T is empty, with the above order such that these
selected trees have no intersection of their vertices. Let d(T ) denote the depth of tree
T . Let the layer of root of T be layer 1. For the selected trees Ti in parallel:
(a) Perform CNOTi,c(i) for i in layer d(Ti)−1 decrease to layer 2 sequentially. In one
layer perform the CNOT operations in parallel if there is no collision. If i has
more than one child vertex, perform CNOT gates with control qubit being i and
target qubits being one of c(i) sequentially.
(b) Perform CNOTi,c(i) for i in layer 1 increase to layer d(Ti)− 1 sequentially. In one
layer perform the CNOT operations in parallel if there is no collision. If i has
more than one child vertex, perform CNOT gates with control qubit being i and
target qubits being one of c(i) sequentially.
(c) Repeatedly perform Steps (1)-(a),(1)-(b) except all of CNOT gates related to the
leaves.
(2) Reverse the order of elements in T to obtain a opposite sequence of tree as Step (1).
Delete the first tree in the tree sequence which contains vertex 1 to get tree set T ′.
Sequentially take maximum number of trees in T ′ with this order until T is empty,
such that these selected trees have no intersection of vertices. For the selected trees
perform (1)(a-c) in parallel.
With this construction, we have the depth of C1 is O (d(T )) = O (l1 + l2).
For any leaves i in Tj with input xi, it outputs xi +xk where k is the root of Tj after per-
forming Step (1). And then by Step (2), the input of vertex 1 (root of tree T ) is added to all
of the other vertices in S, letting all of the other vertices unchanged, and thus implementing
C1.
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